[Tongue fixation system for therapy of sleeping disorders. A feasibility study].
Forward displacement of the tongue is a verified principle in the therapy of sleep disorders which prevents the tongue from sinking backwards thus avoiding obstruction of the upper respiratory tract during sleep. In this feasibility study a novel oral appliance which connects to a pin implanted within the tongue was investigated. A new tongue positioning system using previously implanted tongue piercings as a pivot was developed. By pulling the tongue forward the oral device prevents airway obstruction. In our study we fitted 10 subjects who already had the tongue pierced with the developed oral device. The subjects underwent two nights of polysomnography with and without using the tongue positioning system. Wearing comfort and side effects were evaluated using a questionnaire. Moderate alcohol consumption was used to provoke snoring or apnea in the subjects. Tongue positioning with and without the device was visualized with oropharyngeal MRI. Subjects did not report any discomfort or side effects wearing the device. Subjects showed only moderate snoring or apnea after alcohol consumption and snoring after alcohol consumption was reduced with the device. The average apnea/hypopnea index (AHI) was 0.8/h without the device. Using the device led to an increase of apnea in the subjects. MRI visualization showed that the device did not keep the upper airway space opened by fixing the tongue. The effectiveness of the tongue positioning system should be improved by a modification which should be investigated in patients with preexisting sleep disorders.